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City green,
More
fewer cars: the Champs-Elysées will begin a profound change,
source: AFP
elected ofﬁcials and experts promised on Wednesday May 11, to "re-enchant"
the famous Parisian avenue by the 2024 Olympic Games.
Named "Re-enchanting the Champs-Elysées", the project carried out Subscribe
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Paris, the elected ofﬁcials of the arrondissement and the Champs-Elysées Committee,
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on the avenue,
must
done in change,
two stages.
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the famous Parisian avenue by the 2024 Olympic Games.
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Paris, the elected ofﬁcials of the arrondissement and the Champs-Elysées Committee,
visible.
bringing together traders and businesses on the avenue, must be done in two stages.

First on the Place de la Concorde side, where the gardens on either side of the "Champs",
The ﬁrst must be completed by the Olympic and Paralympic Games in Paris, in the summer
now largely faded, will be transformed.
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of 2024; the second, which will come next, has more blurred contours.

"We are going to turn these gardens into real promenade gardens," promised PS mayor

News

Concretely, it is at the two ends of the 2 kilometer avenue that the changes will be the most
Anne Hidalgo during a press conference at the Théâtre du Rond-Point, a stone's throw from
visible.

the avenue.
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First on the Place de la Concorde side, where the gardens on either side of the "Champs",
A hundred
and small obsolete streets pedestrianized, the elected
now
largely trees
faded,will
willbe
beplanted,
transformed.

socialist wishing to "restore freshness" to adapt the city to global warming.

"We are going to turn these gardens into real promenade gardens," promised PS mayor
Anne Hidalgo during a press conference at the Théâtre du Rond-Point, a stone's throw from
the avenue.

Fewer cars

A hundred trees will be planted, and small obsolete streets pedestrianized, the elected
socialist wishing to "restore freshness" to adapt the city to global warming.

The other major change for 2024 will take place around the Arc de Triomphe, where the
Place de l'Etoile roundabout will see its abundant car trafﬁc reduced.
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surrounding the monument, explained Anne Hidalgo.

The other major change for 2024 will take place around the Arc de Triomphe, where the
"It's a shrinking of the place of the car, I prefer to be clear. Because that's how we must
Place de l'Etoile roundabout will see its abundant car trafﬁc reduced.

consider the city of tomorrow," she added.

"On the Arc de Triomphe, what we are going to do is an enlargement of the ring" pedestrian
But the reduction
in motorized
trafﬁc,Anne
the mayor's
surrounding
the monument,
explained
Hidalgo. hobbyhorse and politically sensitive

subject, does not currently concern the avenue itself, which has two lanes of car trafﬁc and

"It's a shrinking of the place of the car, I prefer to be clear. Because that's how we must
one bus and taxi lane in each direction.
consider the city of tomorrow," she added.
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More green, fewer cars: the Champs-Elysées will be
elected ofﬁcials and experts promised on Wednesd
famous
Parisian avenue by the 2024 Olympic Ga
And the
after, the
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aging,
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and the Grand
Palais.
By 2024, the town hall must commit 26 million euros for all the works, to which will be added
6 million from Solidéo (an Olympic works delivery company) for the sites concerned by the
Games, namely the Place de la Concorde and the Grand Palais.
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the world,"
he said.
signs (...) but also to create a signature which in a certain way identiﬁes the Champs as it
And beyond the Olympic deadline, the transformation must continue. The development of
has always done across the world," he said.
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the project was entrusted to the architect Philippe Chiambaretta.
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First on the Place de la Concorde side, where the gardens o
Anne Hidalgo said she was in favor of extending the Tuileries gardens to the obelisk.
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